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Reliably delivering what’s needed today

There are few challenges as important today as creating solutions that support a cleaner,

more energy-efficient world. This requires a commitment to constantly improve the

transportation of people and things.  We, at BorgWarner, made that commitment decades

ago and have since been creating technologies to improve efficiency, emissions and

performance in all types of vehicles.

Constantly pursuing what’s next

Our proven track record has made us industry leader in clean, energy-efficient propulsion

system solutions for combustion, hybrid and electric vehicles. We uncover strong trends and

use smart science and technology to address a future based on varying regulations,

consumer demands and automaker requirements.

Product leadership that’s changing the world

Our employees have earned trusted partnerships with customers and suppliers around the

world.  We leverage these relationships to gain a deeper understanding of the challenges at

hand and then do what it takes to develop the next solution.  Our strong operations and

commercialization expertise result in high volume availability of competitive, efficient products

that truly drive change.

BorgWarner PowerDrive Systems is currently looking for Indirect Purchasing talent.

Responsibilities  

·                    Collaborate with the Plant GSM Director/Purchasing Supervisor and other

key plant functional areas to negotiate prices, contracts, services and supply conditions that
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establish long-term contracts defining the rights and obligations of BorgWarner and

suppliers. 

·                    Support cost reduction projects. Identify the most competitive and appropriate source

of supply for the product or service. 

·                    Identify innovative procurement methods and guarantee purchasing conditions,

protection and risk mitigation.  

·                    Identify the most suitable strategic suppliers for the service or equipment needed

to support operations. 

·                    Analysing market forecasts and trends affecting the area. Maintain up-to-date

knowledge of regional and global economic conditions and contracts affecting the

commodities and services for which they are responsible.  

·                    Hold supplier contract review meetings with the support of the technical and

operations support departments. 

·                    Managing suppliers to identify new solutions - strategic partnerships. 

·                    Create contracts and orders and monitor processing to ensure that delivery

times for materials and equipment are met.  

·                    With the support of the other departments, ensure that the quality and

delivery time of materials, equipment and services meet the technical specifications,

specifications and expectations of internal customers. 

·                    Comply with environmental, occupational health and safety, quality and

productivity standards.  

·                    Comply with the organisation's rules and internal regulations: Code of Ethics,

practice and timetable.  

·                    Respect the rules of safety and cleanliness of the workplace. 

·                    Respect and comply with the rules of the Environmental Management Policy,

Health and Safety at Work.  

·                    Actively participate in the continuous improvement of the Environmental, Health

and Safety at Work Management Policy. 

 Education & Experience:  

·                    Bachelor’s Degree in related discipline or equivalent experience preferred. 

·                    3-5 years’ experience in related field  

·                    Fluent English 



·                    Must have organizational skills including the ability to prioritize, handle multiple

projects simultaneously, and meet deadlines.  

·                    Experience in the automotive sector in negotiating the purchase of equipment

and machinery (valued) 

·                    Experience in analysing contracts and conditions 

·                    Experience in the SAP purchasing module (preferred).  

·                    Experience with other software (valued). 

·                    Proficient with Microsoft office products — Outlook, Word, Excel, PowerPoint 

EEO Statement

It is the policy of BorgWarner to provide equal employment opportunity to all

applicants/employees regardless of age, colour, national origin, citizenship status, physical or

mental disability, race, religion, creed, gender, marital status or any other characteristics

covered by federal, state or local law.

Let’s see how we can delivering innovative and sustainable mobility solutions for the vehicle

market together.

BorgWarner Recruitment Team will connect with You. Talk to You soon.

Apply Now
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